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Appendix A Transforming Aggregate Terms

Aggregate terms Aggregate terms can still be present as arguments in the atomic numer-

ical formulas. They cannot be present in non-numerical formulas because an aggregate

term is a function result and functions have been unnested.

An aggregate term has the general form

(∀ or ∃) ȳ : . . . fagg{x̄ : pφ(x̄, ȳ) : pc(x̄, ȳ)} . . .

We assume all enumerated x̄ are also used in pφ(x̄, ȳ). For formulas where this is not

the case, the redundant quantified variables can be removed from the set expression

in polynomial time without changing its meaning. Aggregate terms are transformed as

follows:

1. Evaluate the set expression {x̄ : pφ(x̄, ȳ) : pc(x̄, ȳ)}: collect a list of costs c.

setexpr_phi(Y,Costs) :-

bagof((C,X), (typesunsafe(U), p_phi(X,Y), p_c(X,Y,C)), Tuples),

extract(Tuples,Costs).

Y are the free variables of the encircling elementary formula (ȳ) that are used in

pφ(x̄, ȳ). X are the variables enumerated in the set expression (x̄). p c(X,Y,C) is

a predicate that calculates the cost C for the instantiated X and Y. The predicate

extract(Tuples,Costs) is a Prolog built-in that extracts the first element of the

list of tuples Tuples into a list Costs. Note that the first argument of bagof/3 has

been constructed in such a way that Tuples has the costs as its first argument.

typesunsafe(U) has been added because the goal p phi is possibly a negated atom

and thus can contain unsafe variables.

2. Apply the aggregate function fagg to the obtained costs Costs. We provide sup-

port for sum (aggr sum), product (aggr prod), cardinality (aggr car), minimum

(aggr min), maximum (aggr max).

An example:

aggr_sum(Costs,Sum) :- aggr_sum(Costs,Sum,0).
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aggr_sum([],X,X).

aggr_sum([H|T],Sum,Acc) :- Acc2 is Acc + H, aggr_sum(T,Sum,Acc2).

Both steps need to be combined with

calculate aggr f(Y,R) :- setexpr phi(Y,Costs), aggr f(Costs,R).

The aggregate term is translated into a call calculate aggr f(Y,R) with f the correct

aggregate function. The result variable R is the transformed aggregate term.


